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‘A little progress each day adds up to 

big results’  

 



Health & Fitness. Autumn Term 1  
 

Throughout our autumn term we will be focusing on our health and 

fitness. 

Week1.  

TBAT describe how my body feels during and after exercise.   

 
Watch the following video and answer the questions below 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWGulLAa0O0 
Can you list the three main organs that work hard during exercise? One Is done for you.  

1. Brain      2.                     3.    

As an alternative workout:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rz0go1pTda8 

Warm up: 

How many star jumps can you do in 1 Minute? 

How many runs on the spot can you do in 1Minute? 

How long can you hold your press up position (plank)? 

 

Try completing every exercise 10 times! (Rest after every 4 exercises)  

Exercise 1 :  

Bear Crawls Walking on hands and feet, bottom in the air x4 forward/ x4 backwards  

Exercise 2:  

Bunny hops jumping up and down as high as possible  

Exercise 3: 

Butterfly kicks Lying on your back, bring your legs into your belly and 

stretch them back down, repeat.  

Exercise 4: 

Frog jumps crouch down like a frog with your hands on the floor for support, jump into the air! 

Repeat         

Write a small description of the changes happening to you body during exercise? 

Key Words:  aerobic, anaerobic, endurance, cardiovascular endurance, cardiovascular fitness, body 
mass index, body composition, fine motor skills, gross motor skills, muscular endurance, muscular 
strength, variation, safety, principles, preparation, Isometric muscle action, isotonic muscle action, 
involuntary muscle, hydration.    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWGulLAa0O0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rz0go1pTda8
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Week2.  
TBAT: Understand different types of training  

Watch the following video and answer the questions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLDtTgtJCS4 

How many different types of fitness training can you think of? One is done for you. 

1.   Anaerobic training                        2.                                                3.                                        4. 

Warm up: 

How many star jumps can you do in 1 Minute? 

How many runs on the spot can you do in 1Minute? 

How long can you hold your press up position (plank)? 

Did you beat last week’s scores?  

 

30 Spiderman climbs 

  High knees running on the spot with opposite arms reaching up 

20 Captain America Twists  

Sitting on your bottom, legs slightly bend in front of you, twist your torso left and right arm in 

front of you 

20 Wonder Women Jumps 

Big powerful jumps into the air 

20 Iron Man Push ups 

Press up on knees  

20 Aquaman scissor kicks 

Lying on your back lifts legs into the air slightly and scissor legs 

20 Batman squats 

Bending down and up  

Alternatively follow  ‘Joe Wicks HITT workout’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6v-a_dpwhro 

What types of training would benefit a football player? Explain your answer.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLDtTgtJCS4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6v-a_dpwhro
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Week3 

 TBAT: Explain important safety principles when preparing for exercise?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHz59IinUTM   

What other factors do we have to think about to keep safe when exercising and why?  

Warm up, ….................................................................................................................................. 

Warm up: 

How many star jumps can you do in 1 Minute? 

How many runs on the spot can you do in 1Minute? 

How long can you hold your press up position (plank)? 

Did you beat last week’s scores?  

Work out: 

 

(Get a plastic cup and fill it up half way with water, this workout is best done outside!)  

 15 Squats 

Bending down and up, sitting back as if you are sitting on a chair whilst holding the cup 

15 Halos 

Sit on bottom, cross legs, circle the cup around your head like an angel halo 

10 Thrusters 

Squat and lift cup above your head  

20 jumps over the cup 

Big Jumps over the cup  

10 sit ups  

Sit ups holding the cup 

Repeat circuit 4/5 times.    

Alternately follow ‘Joe Wicks’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BckvgF1O8w 

Why do you think it is important to follow the S.P.O.R.T principles when exercising?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHz59IinUTM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BckvgF1O8w
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Week4. 

TBAT: Explain the benefits of exercise   
 

List 5-10 reasons why exercise is important and beneficial 

1. Lowers risk of heart disease by 35%  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.             

 

Warm up: 

How many star jumps can you do in 1 Minute? 

How many runs on the spot can you do in 1Minute? 

How long can you hold your press up position (plank)? 

Did you beat last weeks score ?  

 

50 Mountain climbers, maintain a press up position whilst alternating each knee coming into 

stomach 

 20 snake ups, (Press ups on knees)  

40 jumping squats, Jumping up into the air and bending down   

20 sit-ups, Sit on your bottom, lay down sit up  

30 ski slides, pretend to Ski down the mountain  

 30 sec plank hold, Press up position and hold 

Repeat circuit 4/5 times.  

Alternately follow ‘Joe Wicks’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaRj4498fXE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaRj4498fXE
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